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Sending the Signal
Welcome to the 3rd edition of Smoke Signals for 2018. This edition sees the scout section devoted entirely to
looking at scout competitions - why we have them, their history and most importantly - scout contributions on
our exceptional 2018 year of winning competitions. We even have contributions from yesteryear - the
Freedberg brothers, who now live in the the US, contributed an article on their recollections of the Gordon
Shield including amazingly, a scoresheet from the 1960’s.
None of this means that we are resting on our laurels - indeed our calendar is as full as ever with hikes,
camps, orienteering and the usual scout meetings. Much of this stems from having 4 scouts currently working
on their Explorer badges - the last step before Springbok. As senior scouts they plan and run many activities
for their patrols and the troop - truly they live the idea that scouts is a youth led organisation! Equally, our cub
pack continues to be highly active, popular and entirely oversubscribed which is a substantive tribute to Ian
Webb, our Pack Scouter, and his uniformed and parent helpers.
During a recent Wood Badge course, we extended an invitation to a fellow troop to attend one of our Courts
of Honour. A few days ago we received this message: “...thank you for letting us be part of your COH. Our
group has changed wonderfully for the better. We had a 4th quarter planning meeting and everything is
sliding into place. Our previous meetings were fun and active. I can see the PL’s and APL’s strength, focus
coming through….”
Important though it has been for us to finally win competitions after several years of being close, more
important is that we help our fellow scouts and indeed all other people so that we can truly say, as
Baden-Powell envisaged for scouts, that we have left the world a little better than we found it. Maybe it is only
a small part of someone’s world that we have left better, but better is better.

Secret
Agent Camp
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Our biggest Cub Camp yet (41 Cubs) and our third joint camp with
1st Pinelands. The theme was Secret Agents, and the Cubs had to
hunt down the Extortionists, rescue victims of a kidnapping and
follow clues to figure out who stole the Rose Diamonds. In
between, they pitched tents, made telescopes, played games,
learnt geocaching, cooked on fires, and sang and acted at the
campfire. Thanks to Agent Red Dragon (Akela Joey Lugt from 1st
Pinelands) and to everyone who helped on the camp!

Olivia
On camp we played stawk the lantern.
I also was in a tent with Avila.

Avila
I liked when we went camping. I like
the part where we went on a hunt for
clues and when I slept in a tent with
Olivia and played stork the lantern.
Kiran
At the Hoaquas camp we had a campfire and
at campfire the wood fell down and then we
were doomed!
I had fun at Cub
Camp!
Seb the ultimate
master

Cub
Skies Badge
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On Cub Camp this year, all the Cubs worked on their Skies
badge. Martin from 1st Pinelands spoke to the Cubs about
the solar system and galaxy, and helped the Cubs make DIY
telescopes. Outside we had several “real” telescopes and
luckily, the weather was clear so we had a good view of the
moon, Saturn, Jupiter, Venus and Mars. After camp we
made pinhole planetariums to complete the badge.

Cub
Highlights
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More highlights from a busy term: a woodwork morning making pencil cases and bird nesting
boxes, a visit from Lois and her guide dog, flags, making edible campfires, lighting matches and
fire safety, a kite making holiday activity, and a family hike up the Jeep Track to the dams on Table
Mountain. And Tim completed his Leaping Wolf badge!

Jason

Ryan
At Cubs today I flolded
a flag and hung a flag.
Cubs is the best.

Why
I Like Cubs
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We asked the Cubs to think
about what they do at Cubs, and
why they like Cubs. We hope
you enjoy looking at what they
drew and wrote!

Rayner 2017
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Rayner 2017 saw us achieving a hard earned 2nd place; a difficult place to accept and one that made
us more motivated than ever to clinche our first Rayner win in history. Coming into Rayner 2018 we
placed high expectations on ourselves which impacted heavily on our nerves but despite this we
pushed through and started passing through bases with ease. We set a cracking pace through the
challenging beach terrain; a terrain which none of us had ever experienced before but proved to be
quite a challenge and filled our boots with seemingly endless amounts of sand. Our night stop saw
us sprinting from base to base and with our spirits at an all time high after a very successful day we
settled in to sleep. After a quick breakfast and a bracing early morning swim we headed off once
again passing through bases with ease and finally staggering our way to the finish line with
deadened legs. At the very end we were greeted with an astounding win by an incredible margin and
drove off feeling incredibly proud of the many years of work we have put in.
Michael Knight
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Rayner Trophy: 2018
Picture a land devoid of colour. All around is white, the scorching sun reflecting off the sand. You
want to stop and rest. Your 20kg bag is pulling you deeper into the sand. This is the story of Rayner
2018.
Let me backtrack a bit. Rayner is a 2-day hiking competition, where scouts hike along a 30 odd
kilometer route, stopping at bases along the way, as well as completing Spare Time Activities (STAs)
in their not-spare time. Rayner is generally regarded as the toughest hiking competition in the
Western Cape, and that means it is definitely one of the hardest Scouting competitions in South
Africa. The location is a closely guarded secret until the day of the competition, meaning troops
cannot hike the trail beforehand. What makes it so tough is that it combines the need for hiking
skills, scouting skills and most of all, endurance.
Over the past four Rayners I have had the chance to compete in, we have only ever increased our
placing, coming 14th in 2015, 10th in 2016 (with a team of 3 people), 2nd (by one point) in 2017 and
finally 1st by a whopping 66 points in 2018. It has been fascinating to look back over these four
competitions and note what it is that we were doing each time, that made us climb slightly higher in
the rankings.
Obviously, we cannot disregard the scouting skills we acquired over the years. Yet, it is my belief that
after the Rayner in 2016, it was no longer a matter of skill, but rather a method of tactics. The bases
are relatively basic (excuse the pun), and so you don't really need a skill set above First Class. What
matters is the strategy you take. Already, in 2016, we realized that you could not get stuck at the
back of the pack. While there are no points for your hiking speed, the bases themselves run on a
tight schedule, and should you find yourself in the bottom ten teams (hiking place) then you have
very little chance of completing a base.
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Rayner Trophy: 2018 (cont)
Thus, our tactic was to skip bases we could not do. A good example was a base demanding we
explain the concept of "ring barking" to which we wrote a short essay on the inevitable cow invasion,
and hiked on. This set us in the top 10 teams, whilst the other teams were still doing that base. This
we then realized was the tactic we should take from the start of the competition.
Generally, there is a "time-wasting" base at the start: 3 bases near each other that are required to be
done before teams can leave the start. In 2017, we experienced the benefits of being in the forward
pack as we left 3rd after completing the first task. This proved amazing, as 90% of the competition
got lost following a wrong trail. Had we been with those teams, we would have gotten lost too.
Coupled with the idea of staying at the front, comes the ever-important endurance aspect. I'm sure
that you could work this out, but I have a theory that winning or losing Rayner comes down to the
last 4 hours of the competition (bearing in mind that it is 24 hours long). By the 20th hour, teams are
so exhausted that their hiking speed slows, they stop thinking clearly, and generally everything
(except the trail) goes downhill. The teams that perform are those that keep pushing right until the
end, and this is what we found out in 2017. After hiking an estimated 15 kilometers that day, Nick
Rethman and I sprinted to the top of a peak (about 300m in elevation) to "complete" a base (as an
aside,, this was where we lent a compass to the 1st Bergvliet team, giving them the extra point over
us).
Now, by this stage, I think we were all a bit despondent, as we all thought we had what it took to win,
and I think we did, and it all came down to some bad luck. However, our change of tactics in 2018
gave us the extra edge over everyone else, allowing us to win by the margin we did.
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Rayner Trophy: 2018 (cont)
Unfortunately, most of the tactic can be boiled down to "practice makes perfect". Not scouting
skills, as I've elaborated on, but rather on the way the competition works. We were quite
experienced at this, and thus our thoughts and actions were very much aligned with each other.
We were prepared for everything, knowing exactly what to pack, knowing exactly what the judges
were expecting of us at each base. It came down to the confidence we had in our abilities and
knowing the nuances in handing in a good task and an excellent task.
I almost forgot the most vital element to success. We went out to have fun. Despite there being a
hope to win, it never has been a requirement on any of the four Rayners. More importantly, it was
that we enjoyed ourselves. I find it fitting that the Rayner that I had the most fun on was the one
that we won.
And so, the journey has been fun, and I've enjoyed being a part of this interesting progression. I
can't lie and say that I thought we wouldn't make it. Standing at final parade this year, I kept
worrying that we had not won. As any scout will tell you, when the chief judge passes the 3rd place
countdown, you start sweating. Thankfully, the music of "First Place: 1st Claremont A" came to my
ears.
I look forward to seeing the future Rayner teams participate and achieve what we have, and
possibly better it. I figure that, with a sound knowledge of scouting skills, good tactics, practice and
high spirits, our teams can do amazingly. Let's get 1st Claremont to 1st and 2nd place!

Daniel LeJeune
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Rayner Trophy: A History
Towards the end of 1953, a group of Commissioners decided to introduce and hold a separate
competition for Senior Scouts, to compete for a new trophy. It was hoped that this competition
would give a lead and set a standard for Senior Scout activities in the Division (Western Cape Area).
The form of the competition, which over the years has never changed, was to be a weekend of
hiking from one base to another, with an overnight camp on the trail.
It was first competed for over the weekend 10 to 11 April 1954, hiking around farms in the
Stellenbosch area, with an entry fee of 4/- (4 shillings, approximately 40 cents). Teams had to travel
by train to Stellenbosch station for the start at 2pm sharp, each in full uniform with staff, knotting
rope, pencil, several sheets of half foolscap paper, sleeping kit of a waterproof sheet with sufficient
blankets (there were no ‘sleeping bags’ yet), torch, ‘camp’ uniform and personal kit. The first winners
were 7th GASP.
Competitions have taken place in many locations with so many amazing themes: from Gilcape area;
Du Toits Kloof to Bainskloof; along many various beaches, Muizenberg to Kalk Bay; on and across
Table Mountain range; once on bicycles around Elgin (the start place of this competition, with a ‘Siege
of Mafeking’ theme, was placed as an ad in the Saturday morning paper just before the competition);
Tygerberg Hills; Wolseley area; Tokai to Simonstown; up the Witels River (this was a tough one);
Kleinmond; Cape Point; Cederberg area; and even on Robben Island.
The 1984 Robben Island caused quite a stir when teams were dropped off in the ocean and had to
swim about a kilometre with kit to the Island, simulating the British Falkland Island conflict at the
time. Another was the 1995 ‘Skeleton Coast’ re-enactment of the ‘Duneden Star’ survivors, getting
huge publicity and newspaper coverage at the time as teams were put through ultimate survival
challenges at Ysterfontein beach area.
An annual competition (normally at the start of each year) since 1954, it has been held every year
without fail. It was named in honour of and as a tribute to Carl ‘Serpent’ Rayner, who was one of SA
Scouting’s 1908 founder members and main SA Adult Training initiator together with his wife. Gilray
Scout Training grounds in Grassy Park also honours them -and bears combination of ‘Gilkela’ (as
Carl’s wife was known) and Rayner in the name.
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Upton Shield 2018
Upton Shield is an annual hiking competition
for junior scouts who are under the age of
fourteen and a half. This year we hiked from
the old Hawequas Forest Station to the
Hawequas Scout Campsite, which was
approximately 6.7km. Upton Shield was an
exciting and useful learning experience.
We had to complete different bases along the
way. There were a variety of bases, such as
knotting, first aid, cooking and some creative
activities like drawing a panoramic sketch.
Some of the bases were quick and easy
whereas some were challenging. These
activities put our skills and teamwork to the
test. The teams also had to factor in time
management.
For our team on Upton, we were the Team A of
1st Claremont. My team included Zac, Alex and
Ephraim. This is the second time I have been
on this competition and I think that our troop
has improved a lot. All our teams placed in the
top eleven. All the scouts on this year’s
competition had a chance to meet new people
and learn new skills and I think everyone
enjoyed it.
Rachel Cilliers
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Gordon’s Shield 2018
Gordon Shield is an overnight standing camp competition.
Everything that a team does from arriving at Hawequas Ranch
on Saturday to flag break on Sunday afternoon comes with
points attached - campsite quality, meals, bases and Spare Time
Activities (STAs).
This time however, winning was not a priority of the troop.
When constructing the two Gordons teams, each team had a
core leadership (senior) group with a majority of Junior Scouts,
and the aim was for the juniors to take home as much learning
and experience as possible. The hope was that this experience
would put us in line for winning next year or in years to come.
The experience begun, as always, with training. We relied on the weekly meetings to take care of the
basic skills such as First Aid and Mapping, and focused on honing the teams pioneering and cooking
skills during the two training sessions. We practiced the gadgets we would need to build on the
weekend, and assigned one scout to specialize in the making of each specific gadget, as this produces
the best results. This year, the gadgets we had to make were a table, a dresser, a gateway, a flagpole,
a dustbin and a boundary fence. The training also improved the multitasking and timekeeping skills of
the Patrol Leaders and individual scouts alike; there are lists of patrol members that need to be at a
specific place at a specific time, and tardiness deducts points. Cooking was also practiced and
perfected. When Gordon Shield finally arrived, we were prepared as we could be, and were all
anticipating a challenging but rewarding weekend.
The coordinators of the competition wasted no time,
with bases starting minutes after opening parade.
The first day saw the creation of a Roman-themed
table, an automated gateway and a last-minute but
magnificent Roman Standard Banner, to mention a
few. Bases were attended and supper was hosted roast chicken that did not result in salmonella and
almost-cooked apple pie. Day one, however, only
ended after the night bases at 10:30, and after the
completion of several STAs.
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Gordon’s Shield 2018
The exhaustion of day one hit as soon as day two dawned. But time waits for no man (or woman)! All
the teams were kept on their toes by Campsite Inspection, and before they had time to completely
wake up the timetable was back into the swing of bases, STAs and meals.Breakfast was an interesting
one, because we woke to find our eggs missing. Someone eventually found them on the floor outside
1st Bergvliet’s campsite – the same someone had been complaining of being egged the night before
but the perpetrator was never found. We made a clay Coliseum, Roman sandals and countless other
random objects. A personal highlight was making the judges lunch - we delivered their ordered Club
Sandwich with a side of fried chips and a candle in a Roman-themed holder, both of which we made in
our free time! That definitely improved the mood of the team.
By noon everyone was winding down however final campsite inspection was as n demanding as ever.
We worked within a strict time limit to dismantle the entire site - tents, gadgets and all, and then have
our equipment inspected a final time before the last activity which brought every lashing in existence
to play.
Finally, opening parade arrived. All the teams sat in anticipation once again. Positions were called
from ten... nine... eight... And neither team had been called. Seven... six... 1st Claremont is announced
- our first award, sixth place! Five... four... My team was starting to wonder if we had even made it into
the top ten when our name was finally called - we had come first! Both teams were in the top 10!
So not only did we teach the junior scouts
many valuable skills, we also took two fantastic
results away from the competition. It was a
proud moment for all.

Rebecca Sparg
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Gordon’s Shield 2018
Hawaquas was chaos when we arrived, hundreds of scouts getting ready for the competition ahead
of them. We set up camp and went to our first bases, which tested us on our knowledge of knots,
leadership, pioneering etc. It was a warm day, but later that night the temperature dropped, so we
put on any warm clothing we had. Unfortunately for some there was a night swimming base where
someone had to be carried across the dam, which resulted in very cold scouts. The next morning we
took down camp and got ready for the day ahead, our last base was to build a flagpole using
different knots. Later they announced the exciting news that we had come first.
Nina Starke
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Gordon’s Shield: History
The Gordon Shield as it exists today, was donated to the Boy Scouts Association in 1914 by Mr.W.G.
Haines of the Gordons Institute as “An Annual Competition against Cape Peninsula Scouts.” Since
then it has been held every year (except 1936), through two World Wars, and today is still the most
popular Western Cape Competition on the Scouting calendar. It was first competed for on Saturday
19th September 1915 at the Rifle Range in Clee Road, Observatory. The Competition was for First
Aid and open to teams of five each. 2nd Cape Town (Y.M.C.A.) were the first ever winners. Five...
four... My team was starting to wonder if we had even made it into the top ten when our name was
finally called - we had come first! Both teams in the top 10!
History of the Centre Plaque, a summary of the
tale as told by J Lumsden
“One Sunday in 1909 three boys in Mr. W. Baker’s
Second Claremont Troop of Scouts were returning
home from a week-end hike and camp at Kommetje.
The boys were Mr Baker’s son, Joe, with two of his
fellow Scouts, Bill Seaton and John Jordan.
Returning home along the Kommetje road, half-way to
Fish Hoek, these boys were hailed by a man carrying a
camera, case and tripod. Joe Baker recognized the
man as Arthur Elliott, a close friend of his father, and
after taking an individual photograph of each boy, he
then took one of the group. These pictures of Scouts on
a hike were in all ways authentic, as they had but
paused a moment from their active Scouting to oblige
a photographer.
When prints had been made, Arthur Elliott took them
along to “Bill” Baker. The result was that Arthur Elliott
gave Mr. Baker the negative of the three boys, and a
print was sent to the “Scout Magazine” in London,
where it was reproduced.
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Gordon’s Shield: History
“The picture reproduced in the “Scout Magazine” attracted the attention of a firm of metal workers, who, at
the time, were making trophies for the Boy Scouts. They obtained the print. One day Mr. “Bill” Baker and
another Scout leader were talking to the Mr Haines, who was interested in youth work and who started the
Gordon’s Institute. “You’re interested in boys,” said Mr. Baker’s colleague. “Why don’t you do something for
the Scouts?” Mr. Haines promptly accepted the challenge. “I will,” he replied. “I will give you a trophy.”
So an order for a Scout trophy was sent to the London Scout Headquarters and passed on to the regular
makers of these things. The makers of Scout Trophy’s used Joe Baker’s image on the Gordon’s Shield. Thus
it happened that Joe Baker, in bronze, came back to South Africa on the Gordon’s Shield. Although the
order merely stated, “a Scout shield,” and the makers were given a free hand, the one dispatched turned
out to be the one inspired by Arthur Elliott’s photo on the Kommetje Road.”

Winners of the Gordon’s Shield 1934

Gordon’s Shield:
Reflections from the 60s.
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Congratulations to this year’s winning Gordon Shield Team!
We’re pleased to send you greetings: the two of us were members of the 1 st Claremont team that
won the trophy three years in a row back in the 1960s - what we would call in the United States where
we now live a “threepeat.” Louis was Patrol Leader for two of those years, following in Donald Gauld’s
fine footsteps.
I have no idea what the secret sauce was that made that happen. We can only say that we had a
remarkable group of Scouts – all boys, no girls of course. In addition to my brother and myself
(identical twins), Steven Kossew was on all three winning teams.
The the others who contributed to that remarkable run: Geoffrey Booth, Eugene De Paauw, Eric Fig, B.
Jones, David Fine, H. Jones, R. Langley, Robert Matzdorff, Brian Scallan and Brian Stones.
Of course, the times were radically different. The country was still in the dark days of apartheid, and
the 1960s were among the darkest. Die Stem -- entirely in Afrikaans -- was the national anthem. And,
in hindsight, politics never intruded, and, as best we can recall, was never discussed, despite the
segregation we saw all around us, and experienced, in our neighborhoods and schools, and in
scouting itself.

Winners of the Gordon’s Shield 1965

Winners of the Gordon’s Shield 1967

Gordon’s Shield:
Reflections from the 60s (cont).
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At that time the competition was held at Gilcape, the Boy Scout camp in Eerste River. We worked hard
in advance to anticipate anything that the judges would throw at us. In addition to the obstacle
courses and other exercises which demanded high levels of teamwork, I think we really excelled on
the culinary front. The competition consisted of more than 50 different projects and assignments. Two
cooking competitions stick out in my mind: for one, we had to bake a cake, which we successfully did
in a 5- gallon petrol can, and we came fully prepared with equipment to ice and decorate the thing.
We also had to grill a whole fish wrapped in leaves, which we presented on a platter fit for a 5-star
gourmet restaurant.
Our theatrical productions were especially well rehearsed: there was a skit that we set to a Harry
Belafonte calypso tune:
Down the way
Where the nights are gay
And the sun shines daily on the mountaintop
I took a trip on a sailing ship
And when I reached Jamaica I made a stop
But I'm sad to say I'm on my way
Won't be back for many a day
My heart is down
My head is turning around
I had to leave a little girl in Kingston town

Winners of the Gordon’s Shield 1971

Our dance routine between each verse that we had rehearsed meticulously definitely won us the
Shield that year! Then there was the year (1966) when we were announced as tied with another troop
but later, after we got home, we discovered that there had been an error in the tabulation to our
advantage – and we were declared the outright winners.
We’re guessing that the format hasn’t changed that much – that you had to be on top of your game for
the many contests and challenges that were thrown at you. Here’s hoping that this year’s victory is
the first of many – and that there’s at least one more “threepeat” in 1st Claremont’s future!
Michael and Louis Freedberg.
Louis Freedberg, Berkeley, California

Reflections on the 2018
Competitions
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2018 has proved to be an historic year in the 110 years of 1st Claremont. It has been a long path to the
successes of this year. For 7 years I have judged scout competitions and watched other troops win the three
major competitions that we enter - Rayner, Upon and Gordon Shield.
Over the years we have edged closer and closer to the top position with increasing successes of our scouts as
they gain skills and experience and learn teamwork and leadership. In 2017 we thought we had a very real
chance to win both Rayner and Gordon Shield, only to lose by the narrowest of margins in both cases.
Much to my surprise, Daniel, Michael and Nick - despite being in their matric year - all volunteered to
participate in the Rayner Trophy in 2018 and the result of that was well documented in our first publication of
2018. For the first time in our history we held the Rayner Trophy and by a very substantive margin. Our other
team also placed in the top 10 of Rayner which was a fantastic showing.
The Court of Honour decided that Upton would be a development year and we would rather enter several
strong teams and give leadership experience to several scouts than focus our efforts on a single team. Despite
this, all three of our teams place in the top 11 (out of more than 60 teams).
A similar decision was made for Gordon Shield with the senior scouts being spread out across both teams
rather than focused on a single team with the other team being left weakened. So it was with quite a shock
that I glanced at the final scoresheet when it was handed to the Chief Judge to see 1st Claremont in the top
position - the first win in 46 years. It was made more fulfilling when our other team was placed 6th in the
competition
And so it was that for the first time in our history we hold both the Rayner Trophy and Gordon Shield.
The ability to enter multiple teams and have them all place in the top 10 or so teams is an exceptional
achievement, not only by every scout that enters but also by every scout in the troop and the scouters. It is
fitting that a few weeks later we took a troop photo of all scouts and scouters in the troop with both trophies.
Along with the official team photos, these photos will be framed and 2018 will enter the annals of the troop as
an historic year of achievement.
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Competitions in Scouting
When we look at scouting and competitions, we should ask ourselves why these competitions are
held, are they important to us and why do we enter them?
Scouts was not designed originally to be a competitive movement. On the day that winning
becomes everything and troops and scouts start to behave like modern day sportsmen and
women at their worst (think steroids and the ultra-competitive behaviour that results in
equipment costing tens of thousands of dollars for very minimal increases in performance) it is
time to close the movement and go our separate ways. Fortunately, this is not that day and
hopefully that day will never arrive in scouts. Nonetheless, Scout competitions have enormous
prestige in the movement and the temptation is always there to become too competitive. We can
and should ask ourselves at regular intervals whether our attitude to these competitions is the
correct one, guided by the object of scouts - the development of our members in accordance
with the aims of scouting.
Internal to the troop we have the MOSCIP Trophy and the weekly trophy. These competitions
provide an incentive for patrols to perform just that little bit better than each other. While it is
entirely possible to run a troop without internal competitions, we have found that internal
competitions, provided they are not overemphasised and points are allocated in balanced
manner, provide good incentives to attend activities, achieve badges and to try your best at
whatever the activity is. The reward of chocolate is possibly a greater incentive than the prestige
of holding the Trophy but we have noted the pleasing trend for patrols to work together to win
the MOSCIP Trophy.

Competitions in Scouting
(cont)
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External to the troop we have the Rayner Trophy, Upton Shield, Gordon Shield, Tonkin Trophy
and, on a more occasional basis, Kon-Tiki. We participate in these competitions for several
reasons:
1.

To benchmark ourselves against other troops in terms of training, skills, equipment and
enthusiasm. The comparison allows us to identify weak points and correct our approach.

2.

To allow our scouts the opportunity to realise that they can win a major competition. This
is a key point in allowing scouts to realise their potential - the self-belief that they can win
is of great importance in their personal development. The removal of the “glass ceiling”
allows our scouts to reach their potential and will have life long positive consequences for
every scout.

3.

We do not subscribe to the concept that everyone is a winner. We subscribe to the concept
that we expect our scouts to do their best. This does not mean we will win or even
necessarily do well in a competition - what matters is whether the scouts can honestly say
to themselves that they tried their best and gave their utmost.

4.

Last but not least - scouts should enjoy the participation. We expect that the competitions
will be hard and that there will be hard times. But if we have trained our scouts well, given
them the right equipment and engendered the right mental attitude, there is no reason
why our scouts should not enjoy the competitions they are participating in.

So long as we keep in mind the reasons we participate and do not allow the competitions to
become an aim in themselves, scout competitions provide an important and key component of
scouting – and are a lot of FUN!
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Committee Considerations
Understanding the Committee
This edition we look a little more closely at one of the roles that is not an official role yet is a key
role in the functioning of the Group. That role is Infrastructure.
Most scout halls are old. Like all old buildings they require constant small maintenance but for
many scout halls they have been neglected due to years of underfunding of the scout group. Our
hall was built in 1940 with additions in 1952. For many years since it was built the Group has been
seriously underfunded which has resulted in the hall being neglected.
Several years ago, the committee devised a long term plan for infrastructure which is revised
annually to cater for changes in the infrastructure. To fund this , we now have a steady income and
a budgeting system that allows the Infrastructure role to properly if slowly fulfill the long term plan
for infrastructure.
The Infrastructure role is responsible for implementing the long term plan within the constraints
of the budget. This involves matters such as selecting service supplies, materials and ensuring the
work is done to a good standard.
The second quarter
Shortly after we installed the additional sensor
controlled lighting alongside the side of the hall and
at the back, we were the victim of a theft as a result
of `which we lost two of our lights at the back of
the hall and one of the sensors. Much of the wiring
was also ripped out and we had to incur further
cost to get the remaining lights back in action.
We had previously noted borer beetle in the floor in
the scouters den and, given that the budget is
limited, it was deemed important to prevent further
damage to the door. At the same time repairs were
made to the corner of the hall where the floor was
sagging.

The hall roof being replaced about 8 - 10 years
ago.

Help!
Scouts is a volunteer organisation and the strength of any Group rests on the volunteers. The
scouters are all volunteers (often referred to as uniformed volunteers) who give up time to organise
and run the scouting activities, attend training and generally take responsibility, within the
framework of scouting, to develop the cubs and scouts to be better people and citizens.
It takes considerably more to run a Group than just running the branches (cubs, scouts and rovers).
The Scout Group Committee performs the key function of providing the infrastructure, equipment,
grounds, finances and publications that make the Group work.
Volunteers not only get personal satisfaction from the work but contribute to their own personal
development by volunteering at scouts. Contributing to a highly successful Scout Group helps the
volunteer develop as a person with benefits in their personal and professional lives. And it isn’t
necessarily highly demanding work - the more volunteers we get, the more the work load is spread
out.

Join the Smoke Signals Editorial Team
We need a cub parent to work with our editorial team for cub material for Smoke Signals.
Time needed: A few hours every quarter to collect content and photos. A few more hours when
Smoke Signals is being edited to ensure the cub content is laid out according to our guidelines.
Expertise needed: None really. Smoke Signals is produced on Google Slides and edited online. No
versions, no emails.
Communication: With the Pack scouters to collect content and photo’s. With the current editorial team
via Whatsapp.
Meetings: Few and far between - maybe one a year.
Interested? Contact David on 076 405 9042 and he will put you in contact with the editorial team.

Contact
Headerus

Contact Us:
1stclaremont@gmail.com
Website: The Troop website is at https://1stclaremont.org.za/
We are also on Facebook where we regularly post pictures and discuss activities.
Search for ‘1st Claremont Scouts’.

